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Abstract-- Online social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook,Google+,Viber,Wechat and Twitter are designed to
enable people to share personal and public information and make social connections with friends, coworkers,
colleagues, family etc., In recent years, it has seen unprecedented growth in the application of OSNs these data are
stored using big data. User shared images is observed from the intensive measurements, and this is to discover and
recommend an friends and content of images for user connections in follower/followee relationships based on the
interest of the user. Users also hide or limit the information of their connections from the public in social media
platforms due to privacy concerns. This project also proposes an approach to enable the Similarity of user shared
images, Privacy settings, user privileges, File limitation size, Post images and Share images on users account and
protection of shared data associated with multiple users in OSNs.
Keywords- OSN, Big data, Similarity, Privacy settings
I.

INTRODUCTION

Social Networking has become the following feature, Social networking are the popular trend in modern days.
It increases popularity everyone are started to use social networking websites. Today‟s age is an age of advanced
technology. Today everyone are using an internet and it‟s an essential one for the world, there has been an immense
transformation in each and every field. Be it setting up a better platform of communication or linking the world under a
common network, Internet makes the world much a smaller place to live in. From video chats to Video conferencing,
from online marketing to socializing via social media, Internet has truly and surely blessing for the global societies.
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Social websites where in people can create their own profile page and communicate with friends and connect them
through online messages. A user can create a network between friends and create a group, initiate or take part in a group
discussion. These Social Media websites became a tool that the way for advanced technology mode of communication
between all the networks and internet users. Social tagging systems to provide personalized service for each users like
shared images about car, bike,flowers,babies.etc.,

Fig.1 User Shared images and their features

II.

RELATED WORKS

Online social networks have been increased and studied through the use of SGs. where innovating links is
made via existing relationships, such as follower/followee, that users share common images so that the connections
among them can be obtained, while user is alone. Without access to SGs, follower/followee recommendation is also
possible with the innovating links by user interests that are fetched from user profile or user generated content and other
personal information. Another common method to discover user linking is to analyze user labelled tags with the shared
images,Labelling is in the form of textual and it is provided by an user for identification of the shared image.
However, only some popular images are annotated by many users, while the restore either not correctly annotated or
missing annotation, which leads to a poor connection discovery performance. Users generate Flower, car images, and
their connections can be discovered by the similarity among their user shared images. Similarity values is defined from
0 to 1.
III.

BOFT and SIMILARITY

In the existing system there in no security. The proposed system takes care of user similarity, privacy settings, privilege
settings, limitations of file size and uploads photos. Moreover, weaker privacy settings of a person will not violate the
privacy settings of his/her friends. Privacy settings like Owner overrides are also implemented.
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ADMINISTRATOR

Fig 2. Admin login
GROUP ADDITION
The administrator logins to the web site. The administrator option page will be displayed only after login. The
administrator adds group details, group code and group name.
RELATIONSHIP TYPE ADDITION
The administrator adds relationship type details. The relationship type code and name is stored. The user during other
user addition may select any one of the relationship type such as Family, Friend, Colleague, etc.
VIEW USERS
The administrator views all the users‟ details in the web site. The records are fetched from the table. The details are
viewed using the grid view control.
UPLOAD FILE SIZE LIMIT
The user uploading file size limit is configured. While the user uploading their image to share with their friends and or
groups, this file size limit is referred if the file size is exceeded the limit, the user cannot able to upload.
LABEL ADDITION
The category of the images is assigned here that reflect the context of the images, regardless of their popularity. It helps
to calculate labels images with non-user generated labels, BoFT (Bag-of-Features Tagging)labels and how BoFT
similarity, the pairwise similarity among users based on BoFT labels. And also the images are analyzed using BoFT,
which annotates each image with a BoFT label. The labeling process also helps to innovating links process.
USER SIMILARITY
The user similarity is find out based on the labels, photos or images uploaded and photos shared with others in the social
network. A user profile, which reflects the content of a user‟s shared images, is the key in connection discovery. users
who share highly similar images will have a high BoFT similarity.
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Fig 3. user similarity

USER:
USER REGISTRATION AND LOGIN
The user registers into web site.. The username and passwords is to be given to login to the application. The user option
page will be displayed only after login.

Fig 4. User registration
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PRIVACY SETTINGS
The user sets privacy details using this module. The photo‟ details viewed by the group, relationship type and deny list
are set in „Privacy‟ table. These settings will be the default, but the user can change/modify the setting during uploading
the photo also.

Fig 5. View My Photos
UPLOAD PHOTO
The user uploads photo using this module. The photo‟ details such as title, description, photo image and users who can
view the details are saved.
ADD FRIEND
The user adds friend details, the username of the friend and the relationship type is selected from drop down list
controls.

During

username

selection,

details

such

as

common

friend‟s

details

Fig 6. Add Friends
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VIEW FRIENDS
The user views friend details like username of the friend, relationship type, and their address details are displayed using
grid view control.
SHARE PHOTO
The user share/uploads photo to his/her friends with the description about the photos and also set the privilege rights for
the shared photo.
VIEW PHOTOS SHARED
The user generated images can be shared in various forms, such as posted images on social media or images shared
through the social networks. This process is ongoing, which means that user shared images are collected continuously.
The user views photos shared by friends to other users. A user profile, which reflects the content of a user‟s shared
images, is the key in connection discovery. users who share highly similar images will have a high BoFT similarity.

Fig7. View Shared Photos
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

This work has proposed an Innovating link method and system for finding user similarity for the users based on user
shared images. A method, BoFT, is used to label user shared images with BoFT labels on over millions of user shared
images privacy settings, privilege settings, limitations of file size in MB and uploads photos are the proposed work done
here. Future enhancements may add an options like unfriend, blocked list and also to view the online chat members.
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